Bathroom Vocabulary

towel
faucet
tissue
tooth paste
shaving machine
shower
brush
razor
bath tub
comb
toilet
liquid soap
mirror
soap
Kitchen Vocabulary

- Scoop
- Bottle opener
- Can opener
- Oven
- Dish dryer
- Colander
- Blender
- Kitchen tools
- Spatula
- Kettle
- Grater
- Pot
- Pan
- Slotted spatula
- Rolling pin & board
- Dish washer
Accessories Vocabulary

- scarf
- earmuffs
- hairclip
- watch
- gloves
- umbrella
- purse
- stocking
- bow
- common pins
- apron
- necklace
- tie
- shoes
- ring
- sunglasses
- pocket watch
- gloves
- socks
- hairband
Sports and Exercise Vocabulary

- throw
- jiggle
- hop
- skip
- ride
- sit
- laydown
- face
- kneel
- kick
- bounce
- bent
- jump
- walk
- shoot
- run
- coach
- pass
- hit
- catch
Sports and Equipment Vocabulary

- helmet
- racket
- diving fin
- raft & oars
- knee pads
- goal
- paddle
- court
- rugby ball
- surfboard
- carom
- roller blades
- swim suit
- skies & poles
- net
- golf
- basket
- running track
- towel
- weight
- fishing tackle
- baseball bat
Medical Vocabulary

- wheelchair
- pills
- scalp
- medical chair
- x-ray
- otoscope
- tweezers
- microscope
- cane
- gauze
- torch
- first aid box
- ambulance
- weighing scale
- mask
- turning fork
- magnifier
- scissors
- saline bag
- ointment
- bandag
- crutches
- stethoscope
- stretcher
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Gardening Vocabulary

- pruning saw
- wheelbarrow
- watering can
- spade
- bag
- seeds
- fence
- fertilizer
- trowel
- gloves
- tap
- hedge shear
- flower bed
- bucket
- rake
- fork
- bin
- hose
- grass sickle
- lawn mower
- shovel
- hoe
- gardener
- pruner
- axe
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Transportation Vocabulary

- aerial tramway
- dump truck
- helicopter
- car
- boat
- cement mixture
- forklift
- carriage
- bike
- airplane
- fire engine
- train
- scooter
- bicycle
- metro train
- crane
- school bus
- van
- ambulance
- balloon
- tractor
Weather Vocabulary

- hurricane
- thunder
- sunny
- tornado
- snowy
- drought
- rainy
- cold
- partly cloudy
- fog
- sleet
- hot
- volcano
- earthquake
- flood
- cloudy
- rainbow
- landslide